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On our cover: 98 Squadron Groundcrew with B-25 ‘Sneezy’ on VE Day at Achmer, 
Germany. We’ve used this photo before; it’s appropriate again, as 98 Squadron Flight 
Mechanic Reg Day, who is seated on the propellor hub, has now gone to his Last Post. 
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LAST POST 
HAROLD CAMPBELL • RADAR MECH • 180 SQUADRON 

Harold Campbell, Radar Mechanic with 180 Squadron RAF, was 
born in Coventry and passed away in Belgium on 20 Dec 2018, aged 
97 years. 

Harold was serving with 180 Squadron RAF at Melsbroek when he 
met and married Mevrouw Jeanne Meylemans; they lived in 
Zaventem after the war. 

A farewell service for Harold was held at VGB Funerals Auditorium 
in Zaventem 28 Dec 2018. Harold was predeceased by Mevrouw and 

is survived by their two children, Paul and Marrilyn. 

HARRY MERRICK • AIR GUNNER • 98 SQUADRON 
Harold ‘Harry’ Merrick, Air Gunner, 98 Squadron RAF passed away 
22 March 2019 in South Harrow, Middlesex at 98 years. 

Harry and crew were posted to 98 Squadron RAF at Aerodrome B.58 
Melsbroek, Brussels 13 Mar 45. The crew was F/S Eric Webb (P), 
Sgt B.D. Watchous (O), Sgt Harry Merrick (WO/AG) and Sgt P. 
Smith (AG). They flew their first operation 09 Apr 45, an attack 
using fragmentation bombs against gun positions near Nijmegen. 
They moved with the Squadron to Aerodrome B.110 at Achmer, 
Germany where they flew their last op (also the last WWII op for 98 
Sqn), a raid on the Rail Centre at Itschee, Germany on 02 May 45. 

In 1951, Harry met Pamela at a dance in Ealing, a borough of 
London. Pamela recalled the night for a Harrow Times newspaper 
article celebrating their 60th Anniversary: “I remember meeting 

Harry because he gave me a big bar of chocolate.” To which Harry replied “You have to 
remember it was rationed back then and it was tough to get hold of.” They were married 
in June, 1953 and moved to South Harrow in 1963 to be closer to Harry’s employ with 
United Biscuits in Harlesden, where he worked as a salesman for 32 years. 

Harry was predeceased by Pam in January of this year and is survived by two sons, Paul 
and Keith and two grandchildren. 

Harry and Pam – 2013 
Harrow Times photo 
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REG DAY • FLIGHT MECHANIC • 98 SQUADRON 
William E. Reginald ‘Reg’ Day, Flight Mechanic, 98 Squadron RAF passed away in 
Reading, Berks on 24 March 2019. 

Reg joined the RAF in 1941 at the age of 18 and trained as an Air Engines Mechanic. He 
was posted to 98 Squadron with its September 1942 reformation at West Raynham and 
remained with the Squadron through moves to Foulsham, Dunsfold, Melsbroek (Belgium), 
Achmer (Germany) and its post war disbandment. It was during the 18 Aug 43 squadron 

move from Foulsham to Dunsfold Reg enjoyed his 
only flight in a Mitchell. 

He married Ivy (03 Apr 44) and celebrated his 21st 
birthday (19 Nov 44) while serving at Dunsfold. 
Years later Reg would follow-up with his 90th 
birthday celebration at Dunsfold, now known as 
Dunsfold Park. 

Reg, with his extensive 139 Wing experience, was 
often sought out by researchers (2TAF MBA 
among them) for information and confirmation of 
facts. In 2003 he turned his large collection of 

heritage memorabilia into the Reg Day Museum in a porta cabin on Dunsfold ‘drome, 
thanks to the generosity of Dunsfold Park Limited; the collection continued to grow and is 
often visited by former 139 Wing veterans, their families, and the interested public. 

For his voluntary service to Royal Air Force Heritage, Reg was recognized by Her Majesty 
the Queen on 01 Jan 2014 with the British Empire Medal. 

He was a man of good humour, evidenced by his telling of his run-in with the Luftwaffe 
on New Year’s Day 1945 (Operation Bodenplatte) when Melsbroek ‘drome was attacked 
and, during the strafing, Reg was wounded in his ‘rear end.’ He said that his backside ached 
every New Year’s Day since. 

Reg was predeceased by Ivy 20 Mar 2019, just four days prior to his passing. They were 
both celebrated and laid to rest 03 April 2019; the 75th anniversary of their wedding. 

They are survived by four children, seven grandchildren, eighteen great grandchildren and 
seven great-great grandchildren. 

 

Reg and Ivy Day          photo via Terry Batchelor 
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THE ROLE OF GROUND CREWS 
Edited from masterbombercraig.wordpress.com with permission 

Each aircraft had a Ground Crew made up of skilled craftsmen who serviced and repaired 
the aircraft. Working around the clock at lonely dispersal points, in all weather, perched 
high above the ground toiling to get their plane ready for the day or night’s operation and 
doing everything possible to ensure that no fault could occur which would endanger the 
safety of their flight crew. 

 
Ground Crew Designations: 

 FIIE(A) – Ground Crew, Fitter and Engineer Perhaps for both Engines and 
Airframes  

 FIIE – Fitter (2 or II) Engines 
 FME Flight Mechanic Engines 
 FMA -Flight Mechanic Airframes 
 F2E Fitter Engines Trade Group 2 
 F2A Fitter Airframes Trade Group 2 
 There were also F1E or F1A Trade Group 1 
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The changes in RAF trades (and the terminology) over the years is sometimes complicated, 
but logical in its own way. Trade names were tied to the demands of emerging technology 
blended with convention. 

‘Fitter I’ was qualified in Aero Engines and Airframes; it was the highest aircraft technical 
trade and such persons usually held the rank of Warrant Officer. In the pre-war RAF a 
Fitter I Warrant Officer would have been the highest qualified technical person on an RAF 
station or squadron. Particularly in squadrons, there was no establishment for an Engineer 
Officer during this period, and the Warrant Officer was in charge of engineering. 

The lower trades of ‘Fitter IIA’ and ‘Fitter IIE’ comprised the next layer of knowledge and 
experience and the basic trades were ‘Flight Rigger’ (for Airframes) and ‘Flight Mechanic’ 
(for Aero Engines). There were older, superseded trades such as Rigger (Metal) which was 
introduced in the late 1920s when metal primary structures became the feature in the newer 
aircraft designs, and Carpenter for older wooden aircraft. At the outbreak of WW2 the 
Fitter I was an endangered species, as their sort of experience could not be built up under 
emergency wartime conditions, and it became an obsolete trade. Commissioned Engineer 
Officers were then introduced as the “top dog” at squadron and station level, and these men 
all came from the ranks of experienced Fitter personnel from the ‘2’ streams (Aero Engine 
or Airframe). As you may gather, the history of RAF trades is a long story, and always in 
a state of flux. 

 
180 Sqn B-25 being serviced by RAF Ground Crew; note the ‘start cart’ beneath the engine. 

Imperial War Museum photo 
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Erks: (Ground Crew) 
From the Cockney pronunciation of aircraftsman; the generic slang term for all non-
commissioned airmen below the rank of Corporal was ‘Erks’. This term was used with 
almost a degree of affection whereas the official term, ‘Other Ranks’ was commonly 
resented. Ground crews directly concerned with the aircraft worked as necessary, staying 
on the job until the task was completed, day and/or night in support of the ‘spanner brigade’ 
toiling out on the bleak dispersals or in the draughty, unheated hangars, each equally 
important in the overall ‘teamwork’.  The importance of seemingly mundane duties often 
escaped those involved, but without their backup the organization would have crumbled 
rapidly. 

No examination of Squadron 
Operations can be complete 
without a look at the oft-
overlooked ‘Erks’.  They were 
the key to the ability of the 
squadron to conduct operations. 
Not only did they do their work 
well, but often under terrible 
conditions. Former aircrew 
always have incredibly high 
praise for these men.  Every 
squadron had a large ground 
staff to keep it running. The chief 
administrative officer of the 
squadron was the Adjutant, usually at least a Flying Officer and often a veteran of WWI or 
an officer too old for flying duties (although Squadron records show that “the Adj” often 
got air time just to “get some in“), the Adjutant answered directly to the Commanding 
Officer of the Squadron. 

Under the Adjutant’s command were the Supplies Officer, Intelligence Officer, Catering 
Officer, Medical Officer, Signals Officer, Armaments Officer and Engineering Officer. 
Under each of these would be a complete unit responsible for a specific facet of the 
squadron’s life. The men in these units would be NCO’s – Sergeants and Flight Sergeants 
– and ‘Rankers’ – Corporals, Leading Aircraftsmen, and Aircraftsmen 1 and 2 (AC1 and 
AC2). The Catering Officer would have a number of cooks under his command, the 
Medical Officer had orderlies and other assistants. In addition, each squadron had, from its 

320 Sqn Ground crew at work following Ijmuiden raid (26 Mar 44) 
Photo courtesy Hans Van Der Kop 
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flying component, an operational leader in each of the aircrew ‘trades’, who held 
responsibilities in addition to regular flying duties. These positions were Gunnery Leader, 
Bombing Leader, Navigation Leader, and Signals Leader. 

The Team was vital to the success by keeping the Squadron’s aircraft fully serviceable and 
they were ever mindful of the crew’s personal risks. They only ‘loaned’ the aircraft to the 
Air Crew on the promise that they bring her back safe and sound and without damage. 

 
Loading 1,000 lb bombs into 320 Squadron Mitchell in January, at night. Note the bomb winch operator 

attached to the fuselage above the bomb door for ‘bombing up’      IWM photo 

The Engineering Officer was responsible for the maintenance of all aircraft and aircraft 
systems and it was his duty to ensure they were always in a state of high readiness for 
operations. On a mobile Squadron, related equipment such as starters, batteries, motor 
transport, gasoline tankers, bomb tractors, etc. all came under his command. It was his 
responsibility to see that the maximum number of aircraft from the squadron were 
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serviceable for ops at any time. Serviceability levels were a matter of pride to Engineering 
Officers and of great importance to the effectiveness of the squadron. This job was made 
even more difficult in a theatre of war where the supply lines ran all the way back to the 
UK; spares were often scarce and working conditions suboptimal. Unlike aircrew, who 
passed through the squadron after completing their Tour of Operations, ground crew stayed 
with the squadron ‘at the King’s pleasure’ until posted to another base or duty. That their 
morale and pride in their work remained so high was a compliment to their training and 
character.   

The RAF prided itself on having the best-trained ground crews in the world. The ‘Halton 
Apprenticeship Programme’ started by Air Vice Marshall ‘Boom’ Trenchard, saw ‘boy 
apprentices’ enter the program at age 15 and undergo a rigorous education before starting 
their service with the RAF at age 18. The demands of the war eased this standard somewhat 
and many technical trades from ‘Civvy Street’ were trained by the Regular Force as ground 
crew in the RAFVR (Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve). 

 
Pushing a 180 Sqn Mitchell into her dispersal point. Note the ubiquitous leather jerkins often worn by RAF 
Ground Crew. The man 2nd from left is steering the castoring nose wheel using a length of pipe inserted into 
the wheel mount end. The pilot is assisting on brakes.          IWM photo 
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The basis for a ground crew was the ‘Flight’. Within a Flight (6-9 aircraft), ground crew 
would be designated to service certain aircraft. Ideally, one aircrew would have one 
aircraft, but often this was not possible and the crews would have more than one to look 
after. They took great pride in their aircraft and their unofficial motto was “Ubendum – 
Wemendum”. 

An Erk’s Day 
On a typical day when ‘ops were on’ preparations would begin very early with the Daily 
Inspection (DI). The crew that had last flown the aircraft on ops would come ‘down the 
flights’ to discuss with ground crew any equipment or performance problems encountered 
on specific aircraft. These would be duly noted on the ‘snag sheet’ (Form 700). As long as 
the ground crew had Form 700 the aircraft belonged to them and was their responsibility. 
Only the ground crew could certify an aircraft as serviceable for ops and no one of any 
rank could order an erk to sign off the Form 700. Only when all ‘snags’ had been checked 
off and the captain of the aircraft had signed off the form did the responsibility for the 
aeroplane go to the pilot. Daily Inspections included a check of all engine controls and 
parts, all hydraulics and pneumatics, all electrical systems, radios, navigation aids, lights, 
brakes etc. It also included the repair of minor battle damage and attention to anything 
reported by the aircrew on the ‘snag list’. Ground running of engines to check for ‘mag 
drop’, fuel leaks, oil burning, sticking sleeve valves, etc. were also included. In addition to 
the DI’s, the Engineering Officer had to schedule aircraft for major inspections and 
overhauls in such a way as to have some aircraft serviceable at all times. 

   
Left: Ground running an 88 Sqn Boston.  Right: Jan Pronk and P. Den Haajer pulling the prop through to 
check for hydraulic lock on 320 Sqn Mitchell before start-up.              IWM photos 

Erks came in many forms. ‘Fitters’ were generally responsible for the engines and other 
mechanical parts of the aircraft. ‘Riggers’ were responsible for the airframe and the related 
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components including fueling. The term rigger came from the days of the wire-braced 
aircraft where there was rigging in the form of wires and turnbuckles to be attended to. 

‘Armourers’ were responsible for arming of the aircraft including bombs, guns, 
ammunition, flares etc. They also had to check the belts of ammunition for the guns; 
although the belts came assembled from the supply area, good armourers always ran them 
through a belt-positioning machine to ensure there would be no jams or stoppages when 
the gunner used his weapons. Ammunition tracks inside the aircraft were also checked for 
dents and kinks that would cause problems feeding the guns. All guns were cleaned, oiled 
and field stripped between operations. 

 
Armourers load 3-inch rocket projectiles (RPs) onto 247 Sqn Hawker Typhoon   IWM CL157 

Preparations for operations continued with the completion of a Flying Test by the crew 
who were to fly the aircraft on the coming ops. FT’s were flown during the day and usually 
lasted about 30 minutes, during which the aircrew would check the operation of all systems 
and report any further snags or glitches. After the test, ground crew would repair any new 
problems reported, then begin to prepare the aircraft for that day’s or night’s ops. 

Operational Preparation consisted of filling the aircraft tanks with sufficient 100 Octane 
Avgas for the distance to the target. Preparing a bomber for an operation was always a 
balancing act between fuel weight, bomb load weight and distance to target. A more distant 
target required more fuel, representing more weight, and since the total ‘all up’ weight of 
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the aircraft could not be exceeded, that meant a smaller load of bombs. The fuel system 
and change over between multiple tanks were a confusing set of valves and taps. In 
addition, engine oil had to be topped up. Hydraulic fluid was essential for the operation of 
the gun turrets in many aircraft and undercarriage as well as compressed air to run the flaps 
and the brakes. Oxygen systems had to be checked and filled; intercom systems had to be 
fully functional. A ‘duff’ (faulty) intercom was a reason to ‘boomerang’ a sortie since the 
crew had to be able to communicate with each other to function. 

The type of war load to be carried was specified in the Operational Orders that came down 
to the squadron from Group HQ. Bombs and flares had to be transported to the aircraft 
pans from the bomb dump where they were stored. Detonators were installed and safety 
wires attached at the 
dump. The bomb was 
fused by the rotation of a 
small propeller on the 
nose or tail which, when it 
was turned by the air 
stream after dropping, 
would twist a forked rod 
inside the bomb and set 
the detonator to ‘active’. A 
time delay was built into 
high explosive bombs 
ranging from a standard 
.025 seconds (to give the 
bomb a chance to 
penetrate a building before 
exploding) to several 
hours or days to cause disruptions on airfield targets. Bombs were winched into the bomb 
bay cells using a winch system built into the aircraft. A crank handle would be placed into 
holes corresponding to different locations in the bomb bay and the bombs manually 
winched up. Balancing the different types of bombs was essential for the flying 
characteristics of the aircraft. Each aircraft on the squadron might have a different bomb 
load for an Op. Illuminators would be loaded with 54 magnesium parachute flares– in 
bundles of 3 on the bomb carrier stations. Other aircraft would have a mix of high explosive 
bombs; some would have a load of SBCs (Small Bomb Containers) full of 4 lb. 
incendiaries. Naval Mines required the assistance of special armourers from the Royal 

Bomb train leaving bomb dump at Dunsfold for dispersals and loading 
into readied aircraft.      IWM photo 
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Navy. Each bomb had to have its fuse set for the required timing, detonators inserted, the 
safety wire attached to the carrier, the tail fins installed and inspected for dents and the 
shackles on the carriers checked for a firm grip. The settings and placement of the bomb 
load would then have to be given to the Bomb Aimer of the flight crew so that he could set 
up his bombing panel.  Often there were also ‘nickels’ (pamphlets, etc) to load onto the 
aircraft – usually in the fuselage where they would be manually tossed down the flare chute, 
but sometimes in the bomb bay where they would be dropped with the bombs. 

 
98 Sqn Ground Crew clear snow before they can begin work – Jan ’45   IWM photo 

There were many small but critical jobs. All Perspex surfaces were polished carefully. A 
speck of dirt on a turret could easily be mistaken for an attacking night-fighter. Anti-icing 
fluid for the windshield was an absolute necessity and the fluid tank had to be topped off 
and the pump checked. All lights had to be checked for proper operation as well as checking 
the dinghy, flare pistol and other emergency equipment that could mean life or death for 
the aircrew. Tyre wear was a constant problem on the rough runways of some ‘dromes and 
tyres had to be carefully inspected. A blown tyre on takeoff with a full fuel and bomb load 
was usually fatal. 

All of this work took place outside – there were no hangars. In the blazing heat of the 
desert, riggers had to wear asbestos gloves to work on metal parts. In the cold rain and mud 
of an Italian Winter, fitters had to take off their gloves to reach various components, often 
suffering frostbite as a result. Armourers usually had to crouch in the mud and muck of the 
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perimeter track to winch the bomb load aboard. Meals were often taken ‘on the hop’ to 
ensure that aircraft were ready. 

As the aircrew took over the aircraft there were often last minute problems to be overcome. 
Aircrew were given special instructions regarding the status of the aircraft and wished 
“good luck”.  Engine start was supervised by the ground Crew Chief along with the pilot. 
An erk was required to operate a priming tap in the wheel well and to connect and 
disconnect a starting 
battery in order to start 
the engines. The final 
ground crew job was to 
pull away the chocks 
from the wheels so that 
the aircraft could taxi 
away. 

At the end of this long 
day, tired erks went for 
their meal of fried ‘bully 
beef’ and tea, then 
retired to their shack-
like tents which were 
heated by the very engine oil that they had drained from the aircraft engines. A few hours 
of sleep on a makeshift bed and the routine started all over again. The job was dirty, tiring, 
required great attention to detail and was extremely dangerous. Many erks gave their lives 
so that the squadron could continue to play an important role in winning the war. Armourers 
working with high explosives, tricky fuses, detonators, unexploded time-delay bombs and 
flares were all too often killed by their work. Fitters and Riggers could be injured or killed 
by idling propellers or falls from wet and slippery aircraft. In the desert and early in the 
Italian campaign there was always the threat of enemy attack on the airfield. Constant 
movement caused many casualties. Crashes flying between airfields were all too common. 
All trades were subject to malaria, dysentery and other diseases of the area in which they 
served and many died from their long exposure to this threat, weakened by substandard 
rations and poor housing. 

Many ground crew recount times when all other aircraft had returned and were standing on 
their pans, and there were 1 or 2 empty hard standings filled only by the erks, patiently 
waiting, and praying, for their aircraft to return home. 

There was appreciation shown. Here, ‘Ike’ speaks with 320 Squadron Ground 
Crewman Eduard Jacob at RAF Dunsfold in April ‘44.    AD News photo 
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PROFILE OF COURAGE 
Dave Birrell • Bomber Command Museum of Canada 

In early 1943 the Allies needed a hero and something to celebrate. Britain, Canada, and 
other members of the Commonwealth had been at war for three and a half long years and 
although the tide seemed to be slowly turning, Bomber Command was still the only 
offensive punch that was capable of making itself felt within Hitler's European fortress. 

The story of the raid on the dams of the Ruhr Valley is well known. The creation of the 
specialized bouncing bomb by the brilliant Barnes Wallis, the special squadron—617 
Squadron—whose aircrew was hand-picked by Guy Gibson to deliver it, and the successful 
low level attack by 19 modified Lancasters that breached the dams has been thoroughly 
documented in books and the highly acclaimed 1950s movie. It is an enduring tale and few 
stories of the Second World War stand out so prominently as that of the Dambusters. 

 
Surviving members of 617 Squadron (except those who had already gone to bed) stand by the entrance of 
the Officers’ Mess at Scampton, Lincolnshire, after breakfasting following their return from the raid. Pilot 
Officer Harlo “Terry” Taerum is fourth from the right. Wing Commander Gibson stands near the centre of 
the group, tenth from the left.               Photo: © Imperial War Museum, HU 91948 
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Wing Commander Guy Gibson has been described as dashing, tenacious, and a born leader. 
Awarded the Victoria Cross following the raid, the accompanying citation stated that his 
"personal courage knew no bounds" and that "he has shown leadership, determination and 
valour of the highest order". Air Marshal Sir Arthur Harris, commander of Bomber 
Command, wrote that "his personal contribution towards victory was beyond doubt 
unsurpassed”. 

Gibson's navigator—the lead navigator on the Dams Raid—was Torger Harlo Taerum, a 
farm boy from southern Alberta. Gibson described his "great pal" as having, "a soft 
Canadian accent" and "probably the most efficient navigator in the squadron". 

Harlo Taerum's father emigrated from Norway and established a farm near Milo, Alberta, 
70 kilometres northeast of Nanton. Tragically, he drowned when Harlo was ten years old. 
Despite playing a major role on the family farm and in the raising of his two younger 
brothers and sister, the young Harlo Taerum excelled at school, the newspaper reporting 
that he "obtained the highest number of passes during a single term since the school's 
inception". 

Taerum’s father often spoke to him about his beautiful homeland. His mother recalled that 
"when Norway was invaded by the Germans and reports 
began to filter through of the manner in which his father's 
people were being treated, Taerum enlisted in the Royal 
Canadian Air Force". 

He began training at No. 1 Air Observers Training School at 
Malton, Ontario, in February, 1941. Harlo “Terry” Taerum 
went on to train at No. 1 Bombing and Gunnery School at 
Jarvis, Ontario, and completed the advanced air navigation 
course at Rivers, Manitoba. Like many young aircrew, he was 
honoured to have his “wing” presented by Air Marshal Billy 
Bishop, VC. 

Taerum crossed the Atlantic as the navigator of a Lockheed 
Hudson. Captain H.C. Moody was the pilot and the non-stop 
flight was completed in a record-breaking time of 10 hours 
and 44 minutes from Gander, Newfoundland, to Prestwick, 
Scotland. Taerum began operations with No. 50 Squadron, 
flying Hampdens, on January 2, 1942. He gained wartime 

P/O Torger Harlo ‘Terry’ Taerum 
RCAF; shortly after the Dambusters 
raid. Photo: DND Archives PL-16895 
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experience rapidly, his logbook recording being "caught in searchlights”, "severely hit by 
flak” and, on March 25, "crashing at Rose Vedne". 

In March, the squadron began flying Manchesters. Assigned to the squadron's conversion 
unit, Taerum spent time as a navigation instructor and continued to fly operations, but now 
in Lancasters, including two missions to Berlin with Flight Lieutenant Harold "Mick" 
Martin. 

Australian Mick Martin is said to have been a magnificent pilot, who had gained a 
reputation for his skill at low flying at night. It was likely because of these skills that he 
was chosen by Gibson and it is thought that Martin, in turn, may have recommended 
Taerum to Gibson. To have been hand-picked to be Gibson's navigator is likely the greatest 
compliment that could have been paid to a Bomber Command navigator. 

At dusk on May 16, 1943, Taerum 
recorded the take off for the dams 
raid at 9:40 p.m. The winds were 
stronger than anticipated as the 
Lancasters roared over the North Sea 
at the lowest possible altitude. 
Taerum found himself off the 
planned route when the coast was 
reached. 

Gibson wrote: "We pulled up high to 
about 300 feet to have a look and find 
out where we were, then scrammed 
down on the deck again as Terry said, 
'OK—there's the windmill and those 
wireless masts. We must have drifted 
to starboard. Steer new course -095 
degrees magnetic, and be careful of a 
little town that is coming up straight 
ahead’.” The navigation now was 
partly in the hands of the bomb-aimer who was using a special roller to identify features 
such as railway lines and canals and to avoid high-tension lines. 

When all was ready, Gibson manoeuvred into position to attack. Taerum's duty as the 
aircraft approached the dam was to make sure the aircraft was at the required altitude of 60 

W/C Guy Gibson and crew board their Lancaster on 16 May 43, 
for the raid on the Ruhr Valley dams. From left: F/L Richard D. 
Trevor-Roper; Sgt John Pulford; F/S George A. Deering RCAF; 
P/O Fred M. “Spam” Spafford RAAF; F/L Robert E.G. “Hutch” 
Hutchinson; W/C Gibson; and P/O Harlo “Terry” Taerum RCAF. 

 PHOTO: © Imperial War Museum, CH 18005 
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feet (18.29 metres) and he took his position at the Perspex blister on the starboard side of 
the cockpit. As they approached the dam he switched on the two spotlights mounted under 
the aircraft at 00:25 and began giving directions to Gibson: "Down-down-down". After the 
two spotlights converged into a single spot on the water: "Steady-steady". 

Following the raid, Taerum was presented with the Distinguished Flying Cross by the 
Queen Elizabeth, wife of King George VI, at Buckingham Palace. In letters to his mother 
he wrote of the attention he was receiving. "One morning they woke me up and told me 
that I had been awarded the DFC. Later I had the ribbon sewn on my tunic. Can you imagine 
me strutting around town with it afterwards; we were just about mobbed for autographs; 
we were ordered back to our stations to meet the King and Queen. I was really lucky 
because I was introduced to both of them. The Queen is most charming and gracious. It 
was really quite a day." 

 
This photo shows 16 of the 17 RCAF personnel who survived the Dambusters raid. F/O Harlo Taerum is in 
the front row, second from left.           Photo: © Imperial War Museum, CH 9935 

Following these days of glory, Taerum and the other members of the squadron returned to 
operations. 

In September 1943, Gibson travelled with Winston Churchill to Quebec City on a highly 
publicized visit to North America. Gibson travelled across Canada, visiting British 
Commonwealth Air Training Plan facilities "so the men in the camps may be inspired to 
follow his example". His visit to Calgary was front-page news; he was welcomed by Mayor 
Andrew Davison and there were march-pasts, a parade, and newspaper and radio 
interviews. 

While in Calgary, Gibson met Mrs. Hilda Taerum, Terry Taerum’s mother. "Terry is a 
great boy and a great navigator. He got the whole squadron to the dam," Gibson told her. 
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Mrs. Taerum said that meeting Gibson was "one of the proudest and happiest times of my 
life." 

 
Hilda Taerum meets Guy Gibson in Calgary. Photo: courtesy Bomber Command Museum of Canada  

On September 17, 1943, Taerum and three other members of Gibson's Dambusters crew 
were killed when their Lancaster was shot down at low level while attacking the Dortmund-
Ems Canal. Hilda Taerum learned that her son had been reported missing less than a week 
after Gibson’s visit. A year later, Terry's 18-year-old brother was killed on his sixth 
operation when his Lancaster was shot down over Holland. 

Flight Lieutenant Taerum is buried in the Reichswald Forest War Cemetery in Germany. 

He was only 23. 

WE WILL REMEMBER THEM 
Dave Birrell is a member of the Bomber Command Museum of Canada’s board of directors and the museum’s 
librarian. This article was originally published on the Museum’s website; I saw it in the RCAF Association’s 
newsletter; it is published here with permission. Editor 
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Our Readers Write 
More on Ernie Price 

John Reijnders, of the Royal Netherlands Air Force History Flight B-25 Mitchell 44-29507 
‘Sarinah’ and 2TAF MBA friend, wrote after reading of Ernie Price’s Last Post: 

“Hello Dave: Many thanks again for the wonderful 2TAF Dispersals. 

Yes, Ernie will REALLY be missed at the Dunsfold Veterans tent this year. It was just after 
I received his Christmas card that Martin notified me that the always cheerful Ernie passed 
away. I will always have good memories of our Ernie and will miss our [exchanges] in 
Morse taps during tea at the vets tent.” 

John also attached these photos: 

 
Left: Ernie (left) and John Reijnders in the veterans tent at Dunsfold’s Wings and Wheels 2017. 

Right: Martin (Ernie’s son), John and Ernie at WAG position in ‘Sarinah’ in 2014 as  
Ernie shares experiences of his time in 180 Squadron Mitchell ‘Ferdinand the Bull’. 

 

Putting it Into Perspective 
Darrell Bing (2TAF MBA Canada Eastern Rep) wrote, following interim emails advising 
that three of our veteran members had gone to their Last Posts: 

“When I get emails like this and my copy of Dispersals, I give pause to think of my 
Dad [Fred Bing • WAG • 98] and imagine the contribution and sacrifice he and his 
brothers in arms made for all of us. 

It seems whatever’s on my mind or troubling me becomes less significant; when 
compared in context it gives me the power to overcome.” 
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Remembrance Correction 

 
L-R: P/O Leonard Taylor, Navigator • F/S Charles Forsyth, Wireless Op/Air Gunner •  

F/O Ernest Fooks, Pilot • F/S George Ormandy, Air Gunner. 

Frank Phillipson, who was also working at researching the ‘Collision & Crash at 
Pallinghurst House’ wrote to point out an incorrect listing of names in the February 2019 
Dispersals issue: 

“I have been working with Adam Tudor-Lane with regard to his relative, F/Sgt 
George Ormandy who was killed in the collision of two Mitchells over ‘Pallinghurst 
House’…Unfortunately, the photograph of Ernest Fooks and crew has the names 
of two of them the wrong way ‘round. F/Sgt George Ormandy is clearly on the 
extreme right when comparing with an individual photograph of him.” 

The photo caption above shows the names in correct order. The mistake was mine (ed.); I 
apologize for it. Thanks for writing, Frank; it’s important we correctly and respectfully 
remember those who served in our protection. 
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